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BROXTON PERFORMANCE

Broxton Portfolio
In May Broxton was down slightly, bringing the returns to a negative 1% for the year. May was
marked by a short term drop in bond yields which caused the 10-year to drop briefly from 3.1%
to 2.75%. 10-year Bond yields rose closer to 3% in early June. This small drop was what many
of the mortgage applicants were waiting for and late May saw a surge in new loans. This was
good for Genworth, one of the largest mortgage insurers in the U.S. The portfolio performance
was slightly mixed with Genworth & BOFI Holdings advancing and Harmony Gold, Viacom and
Arcelor Mittal losing ground. Three of the top four holdings in the portfolio (HMY, GNW & VIAB)
are trading at an average of 5 X 2018 earnings. The market gained confidence as Treasury
Secretary Mnuchin declared that trade wars were “on hold” and then came under some
temporary pressure from the Italian election drama. Worthy of noting is that Italian bonds
suddenly dropped to a yield of 3% on concerns that the new government would drop out of
the EU. Highlights:
Genworth: (GNW) GNW posted strong earnings in early May which finally started to provide
some relief for the shares. It became apparent that the company had ample liquidity and would
resume dividends from U.S. mortgage insurance operations. Conference call quote: “Starting
with U.S. MI, first quarter adjusted operating income increased 52% year-over-year to $111
million, driven by insurance in force growth, strong loss performance and tax reform benefit.
In Canada, excluding the impact of foreign currency, adjusted operating income increased 28%
year-over-year to $49 million as we continue to experience a strong housing market and
underlying economic conditions. And in Australia, excluding the impact of foreign currency,
adjusted operating income increased 38% year-over-year.” As of June 11, the Oceanwide
transaction to purchase GNW at $ 5.43 received approval from the Trump administration,
sending the shares up 25%.
Viacom: (VIAB) (Paramount Studios above) Viacom posted good performance in its’ most
recent earnings but this was overshadowed by a break out in legal warfare between CBS and
the Redstone group. Zacks quote: “Viacom reported better-than-expected results for the
second quarter of fiscal 2018 (ended Mar 31, 2018), wherein both earnings per share and
revenues outpaced the Zacks Consensus Estimate. The company’s adjusted earnings from
continuing operations of 92 cents per share surpassed the Zacks Consensus Estimate of 80
cents. Moreover, the bottom line expanded approximately 16.5% year-over-year.” VIAB is
trading at 7 X 2018 projected earnings.
RadNet (RDNT) RadNet dropped on news that the severe northeast storms had hampered the
Northeastern operations but quickly bounced back due to the temporary nature of the effect.
Worth noting: large insurance companies are requiring insureds to use facilities like RadNet
due to the cost efficiencies.

Oi telecom: (OIBR-C) Oi essentially exited bankruptcy in May producing its’ first new balance sheet showing a net
debt of roughly $2 billion. The shares came under stress again due to the Brazilian truckers strike and the fall in the
Real. Currently the company is valued at around $4-5 billion or 2.5-3.5 X EBITDA. Oi plans to do a capital raise in July
to bolster reserves and help with the planned network improvements. After the IMF gave Argentina $50 billion in
June the Real rapidly recovered 10%.
QUDIAN: (QD) Qudian missed earnings estimates for 1st quarter by 1 cent but exceeded the revenue estimate. The
company was feeling some residual effects from the 4th quarter 2017 regulatory changes for lenders in China.
Company website: “Qudian Inc. is a leading provider of online small consumer credit in China. We use big dataenabled technologies, such as artificial intelligence and machine learning, to transform the consumer finance
experience in China.” The company indicated that the situation had improved moving into the 2 nd quarter: “Our loan
book actually increased from RMB11.2 billion at the end of 2017 to RMB12.9 billion at the end of March 2018. And
now has reached RMB14.6 billion to-date.”

Broxton Capital Advisors
Broxton Capital is an investment manager located in Los Angeles and employs The Primary Broxton Strategy or “PBS.” The Primary
Broxton Strategy or “PBS” for managed accounts. The PBS is a bottom up, fundamental strategy that seeks higher total returns with
lower risk. The focus is on low risk investments with attractive return (LRAR Securities) with an average holding period of 18 to 36
months. The strategy invests in high yield, fixed income, and equities but does not have any allocation mandates.
Disclosure: This is not an offer, or solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security, investment or other product. Any commentary is solely the
opinion of the Broxton Capital Advisors. It refers to securities we hold in our portfolio [and sometimes ones we are considering but does not represent
a complete list of positions held at Broxton Capital Advisors. A complete list covering the last twelve months will be furnished upon request. Price
targets are mentioned for information purposes only. Nothing contained herein constitutes a recommendation to purchase or sell securities at any
designated price or time. All performance figures are net of fees and reflective of dividend reinvestment. For information on the Primary Broxton
Composite please access As always, past performance does not guarantee future results. Please see the Primary Broxton Strategy Quarterly
Performance for additional information regarding performance. Any intra quarter performance presented may change with additional auditing. The
index performance presented above do not include fees or dividends and is derived from the following ETFs: DIA, SPY, QQQ, HYG and VNQ. The
treasury yields are derived from the CBOE 10 and 30-year interest rate. The Broxton performance is shown net of fees.
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